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Bichromatic electromagnetically induced transparency in cold rubidium atoms
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In a three-level atomic system coupled by two equal-amplitude laser fields with a frequency separation 2d,
a weak probe field exhibits a multiple-peaked absorption spectrum with a constant peak separationd. The
corresponding probe dispersion exhibits steep normal dispersion near the minimum absorption between the
multiple absorption peaks, which leads to simultaneous slow group velocities for probe photons at multiple
frequencies separated byd. We report an experimental study in such a bichromatically coupled three-levelL
system in cold87Rb atoms. The multiple-peaked probe absorption spectra under various experimental condi-
tions have been observed and compared with the theoretical calculations.
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A resonant laser beam can pass through an opaque at
medium without attenuation due to the quantum interfere
effect between the dressed states created by a coupling
field. This phenomenon is known as electromagnetically
duced transparency~EIT! @1–3#. In recent years, many stud
ies on EIT and related phenomena have been carried
which reveal the importance of EIT in understanding t
fundamental physics involving interactions between lig
field and resonant medium@4–8#. It has been shown that EIT
may have applications in a variety of research topics, suc
quantum optics with slow photons@9–13#, quantum informa-
tion processing@14#, atomic frequency standard@15–18#, and
quantum nonlinear optics@19,20#.

Recently, Lukinet al. proposed a mechanism to entang
two photons in an EIT medium based on obtaining sl
photons at different frequencies@21#. Since the EIT created
by a monochromatic field only provides the steep dispers
near the resonant frequency, sophisticated schemes are
posed to obtain slow photons at different frequencies@21,22#.
Here, we show that EIT in aL-type level configuration cre
ated by a bichromatic laser field may be used to slow do
photons at different frequencies. The three-levelL system
coupled by a bichromatic field and a probe field is depic
in Fig. 1~a!. The dressed states created by the bichrom
field consist of an infinite ladder with an equal-spacing se
ration d between the neighboring levels when the avera
frequency of the bichromatic field with equal amplitudes
the two frequency components matches the atomic trans
frequency. The dressed states are the superposition o
atomic statesu2&, u3&, and the photon number states with t
amplitude determined by the Rabi frequency (V5Vc1
5Vc2) and the frequency separation 2d. Such dressed state
and the fluorescence spectrum of the two-level ato
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coupled by a bichromatic field have been extensively stud
before@23–26#. The dressed state picture of the bichroma
driven three-level system is depicted in Fig. 1~b!. It is ex-
pected that the probe absorption spectrum will exhibit m
tiple peaks corresponding to the dressed transitionsu1&
→um& and transparent windows with minimum absorpti
located near the middle separation of the dressed state
particular, whenV,d, the transition amplitudes will be
dominant only for a few dressed states aroundm50.

We have numerically solved the density matrix equatio
of the bichromatic coupled three-levelL system with a con-
tinued fraction@27# method and the results are plotted in Fi
2. Figure 2~a! presents the calculated probe absorption a
dispersion for a moderate coupling Rabi frequencyV
5Vc15Vc250.4G) and the frequency separation of th
bichromatic components 2d51.4G. The absorption spec
trum exhibits three peaks, corresponding to the dressed
transitionu1& to um50& andum561&. The probe dispersion
exhibits a normal steep slope at the absorption minim
near 6d/2. This implies that the bichromatic EIT medium
supports slow photons at frequenciesvp6d/2 simulta-
neously. In Fig. 2~b! we plot the calculated probe absorptio
and dispersion for a strong bichromatic field. The spectr

FIG. 1. ~a! Three-levelL-type system coupled by a bichromat
field and a weak probe field.~b! Dressed state picture of the couple
three-level system.vc1 andvc2 are the frequencies of the bichro
matic field. The frequency detuningDc25v02vc2 (v0 is the
atomic transition frequency!. vp is the probe laser frequency. 2d
5vc12vc2 is the frequency difference of the bichromatic field.
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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exhibits more peaks, indicating that the transition amplitu
spread to more dressed states. The probe dispersion a
shows the normal slope at the absorption minimum, wh
can be used to obtain slow group velocities simultaneou
for photons with different frequencies. Our calculations sh
that for the optimal performance of two slow photons
frequenciesvp6d/2, it is desirable to have a moderate Ra
frequencyV,G and 2d;G ~in order to optimize the slope
of the normal dispersion and the dispersion amplitude!. Then

FIG. 2. Calculated probe response in the three-levelL system
exhibiting bichromatic EIT. The solid line is the probe absorpti
and the dashed line is the probe dispersion.G is the decay rate of
the excited stateu3&. ~a! Vc15Vc250.4G and 2d51.4G. ~b! Vc1

5Vc252G and 2d56.7G. ~c! The probe response in the identic
three-levelL system with a monochromatic coupling field (Vc

50.4G).
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the frequency bandwidth of the light pulsesDn should satisfy
Dn,d. For comparison, Fig. 2~c! shows the monochromati
EIT spectrum and the corresponding dispersion curve un
similar conditions.

We have performed an experimental study of bichroma
electromagnetically induced transparency in a three-leveL
system of cold87Rb atoms confined in a MOT@28#. The
frequency separation of the bichromatic coupling field isd
~taken as 40 MHz or 80 MHz!. The observed probe absorp
tion spectrum is qualitatively different from the spectrum
the usual three-levelL EIT with a monochromatic coupling
field. There are several absorption peaks and transpar
dips in the bichromatic EIT profile separated in frequency
d. We studied the dependence of the probe spectrum on
coupling field intensity and the frequency separation a
found that the experimental results agree with the theoret
calculations.

The three-levelL-type EIT system of87Rb atoms is
shown in Fig. 1~a!. A bichromatic coupling laser drives th
D2 transition 5S1/2, F51→5P3/2, F852, and a weak probe
laser with frequencyvp drives the transition 5S1/2, F52
→5P3/2, F852. The bichromatic coupling field is produce
by combining the diffracted zeroth-order and the first-ord
beams from a single laser beam passing through an aco
optic modulator~AOM!. The two frequencies of the bichro
matic field arevc15vc1d and vc25vc2d with the re-
spective Rabi frequenciesVc15Vc25Vc . A simplified
diagram of the experimental apparatus is depicted in Fig
A homemade octagon quartz cell is used as the MOT c
The inner pressure of the cell is 231027 Pa. The cooling
and trapping beam~at 780 nm! is provided by a tapered
amplifier diode laser~TOPTICA TA100! and the laser fre-
quency is stabilized by the saturated absorption spec
scopic method. The repumping laser~at 780 nm! is provided
by an extended-cavity diode laser~TOPTICA DL100!. The
coupling laser for the bichromatic EIT study is provided by
Ti:sapphire laser~Coherent MBR 110! with a beam diameter
;3 mm. An AOM is used to produce the zeroth order a
the frequency-shifted first-order beams and is followed b

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. PBS,
larizing beam splitter; PD, photodiode; L, lens; BS, beam splitt
M, mirror; AOM, acousto-optic modulator.
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mirror and a beam splitter to combine the two beams. A
other extended-cavity diode laser~TOPTICA DL100! pro-
vides the weak probe beam with a diameter;1 mm. The
coupling and probe laser beams are linearly polarized
pendicular to each other. They pass through the MOT
opposite directions and overlap in the path via the polar
tion beam splitters~PBS!. A photodiode~PD! and a digital
oscilloscope~Tektronix TDS 220! are used to detect an
record the probe attenuation signal.

In the experiment, the trapping laser frequency is r
detuned and then locked@29# by an amount;22G relative
to the resonant frequency of the 5S1/2, F52→5P3/2, F8
53 transition and the repumping laser frequency is locked
the 5S1/2, F51→5P3/2, F8 transition. A near-spherica
87Rb atom cloud with a diameter;3 mm is formed that

FIG. 4. Measured probe absorption versus the probe detunin
the bichromatic coupled three-level87Rb atoms. The solid line is the
experimental data and the dashed line is the calculated fit.
frequency difference 2d580 MHz, the coupling Rabi frequencie
Vc15Vc252.3G (G56 MHz), and the Rabi frequency of th
probe fieldVc50.1G.

FIG. 5. Measured probe absorption versus the probe detunin
the bichromatic coupled three-level87Rb atoms. The solid line is the
experimental data and the dashed line is the calculated fit.
frequency difference 2d540 MHz and the Rabi frequency of prob
field Vp50.1G. The coupling Rabi frequencies are~a! Vc15Vc2

52.35G (G56 MHz), ~b! Vc15Vc251.9G, ~c! Vc15Vc2

51.6G, and~d! Vc15Vc251.5G.
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contains about 53107 atoms with the temperature of th
atom cloud;100mK. We adjusted the steering mirror o
probe beam to optimize the spatial overlap of the probe be
and the cold atom cloud by monitoring the probe absorpt
amplitude. The maximum absorption of;30% is obtained
when we tune the probe frequency to the peak of theD2
transition 5S1/2, F52→5P3/2, F852. Then, the bichro-
matic coupling laser is applied and overlapped with t
probe beam. The intensities of bichromatic beams are
anced via neutral density filters placed before the comb
beam splitter. During the experiment, the bichromatic co
pling laser is tuned to theD2 line transition 5S1/2, F51
→5P3/2, F852, the probe frequency is scanned across
5S1/2, F52→5P3/2, F8 transition, and the transmitte
probe light is detected and recorded. Because the two c
pling laser beams have fixed a frequency difference, we
fine the coupling detuning asDc25v02vc2 , wherev0 is
the resonant frequency of the87Rb D2 transition 5S1/2, F
51→5P3/2, F852, and vc2 is the frequency of the red
detuned component of the bichromatic coupling beams.

Figure 4 shows the probe absorption spectrum recor
with the frequency separation 2d580 MHz and the coupling

in

e

in

e

FIG. 6. Measured probe absorption versus the probe detunin
the bichromatic coupled three-level87Rb atoms. The solid line is the
experimental data and the dashed line is the calculated fit. The
frequencies of the coupling field areVc15Vc252.2G and the
probe Rabi frequency is 0.1G. The frequency difference of the
bichromatic field is 2d56.7G. ~a! Dc25vc2vc153.34G ~20
MHz! (vc is the frequency of the87Rb D2 transition 5S1/2, F51
→5P3/2, F852); ~b! Dc25vc2vc155.7G; and ~c! Dc251.34G.
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Rabi frequencyVc15Vc2514 MHz ~the solid line!. The av-
erage frequency of the bichromatic field is resonant with
atomic transition (Dc25d). The symmetrical absorption
spectrum exhibits three absorption peaks with the neigh
ing peak separation equal tod, the half frequency difference
of the bichromatic coupling field. The dashed line in Fig.
represents the theoretical fit. The linewidth of the absorpt
peak is broadened by the Zeeman shifts~the magnetic field is
on during the experimental process!, the induced decay o
the ground state coherence due to the presence of the M
lasers, and the finite laser linewidth. The calculated res
are obtained with a suitable line average to account for
Zeeman spectral broadening.

To produce a bichromatic field withd520 MHz, we use
two AOMs ~not shown in Fig. 4! with 80 MHz and 120 MHz
carrier frequencies and combine the first-order diffrac
beams of the two AOMs as the bichromatic coupling fie
The measured probe absorption spectra are presented in
5 and 6. The solid lines are the experimental data and
dashed lines are the theoretical fits. There are more p
and EIT dips, differing from the probe absorption profi
obtained withd540 MHz. The bichromatic EIT profile also
changes with the coupling beam intensity: more peaks
pear with a stronger coupling field. Figures 5~a!, 5~b!, 5~c!,
and 5~d! are measured with a resonant bichromatic fi
(Dc25d), and the coupling Rabi frequenciesVc15Vc2
514, 12, 10, and 9 MHz, respectively.

We also measured the probe absorption spectrum w
the average frequency of the bichromatic field is not reson
tt.
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with the atomic transition (Dc2Þd). As expected, the probe
absorption profile becomes asymmetrical. Figure 6 shows
experimental data~solid line! and the calculated result
~dashed line! obtained with several different values ofDc2 .
The coupling Rabi frequencies areVc15Vc2513 MHz.
Figures 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c! correspond toDc2520 MHz,
Dc2534 MHz, andDc258 MHz, respectively. These mea
surements agree with the theoretical calculations.

In summary, we have shown that a three-levelL system
coupled by a bichromatic field exhibits multiple absorpti
peaks, which lead to the normal dispersion curves near
multiple transparent windows. This phenomenon may
used to simultaneously slow down photons at equally spa
frequencies, which may have applications in quantum inf
mation processing and quantum nonlinear optics@21,22#. We
have observed such bichromatic EIT in cold87Rb atoms. The
multi-frequency transparency of the probe light occurs un
an equal-amplitude bichromatic coupling field, which e
pands the frequency range of EIT and may improve the c
trollability of EIT. The number of absorption peaks depen
on the intensity and the frequency separation of the bich
matic field. The separation between two adjacent peaks
pends on the frequency difference between bichromatic c
pling lasers and is independent of the coupling intensity.
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